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MY WORK
Beauty To Go

Pops of Color

Shop By Look

Beauty To Go was created based on a high demand for
compact beauty products that are able to provide quick and
easy fixes. With many customers traveling over the summer
months, QVC Beauty Team needed a web page dedicated to
products that are TSA-friendly. I led this project by providing
the execution teams with guidance on both design and
content. By browsing through the site, I gathered a list of
items suitable for the page. I also worked with the
copyrighting and editing teams to compile the An On-the-Go
Kit section to provide the customers with tips on packing a
beauty bag for their next adventure.

Pops of Color was an idea drawn from the weekly competitive
analyses and search reports that I performed during my internship

at QVC. Many competitors offered customers to shop by color.
Additionally, QVC customers have been constantly searching for

colored jewelry on the website. I led this project by conducting
research on the trending colors for Summer 2018 as well as

compiling product listings for each of the 4 sections. I also
collaborated with design and development teams to choose the

featured images and properly link each segment to its
corresponding page. 

Shop By Look was a way to elaborate the Jewelry
Trends section on the website and give the QVC customer a
more experiential way to buy products.  
 
I took charge of this initiative by researching popular jewelry
styles and making a draft of what I imagined the page to look
like. Then, I provided direction to the design and
copyrighting teams on images and language that I wanted to
use. The goal was to make this experience a more playful
one, with editorial-like content. 
 
Finally, I worked with the development team to create 7
additional pages that the images link to with the product
listings which I put together for each section. 
 
 


